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History
● A popular long-running japanese manga serie 
● Created by Yōichi Takahashi in 1981
● He decided to create Captain Tsubasa inspired by 1978 

FIFA World Cup in Argentina
● It was originally serialized in Shueisha's Weekly Shōnen 

Jump comic book magazine between 1981 and 1988
● This serie sold over 80 million copies worldwide
● Making it one of best selling manga series
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Tv Anime Serie
➔ It was adapted into Tv anime series 

produced by Tsuchida Production
➔ The first season premier in Japan Tv 

network was between October 1983 
and March 1986

➔ It became into one of the most 
memorable series inspiring real life 
players to become professionals 



Who is Captain Tsubasa?
Tsubasa Ozora, a 11 year-old 
Elementary student, who is 
passionate about soccer

His name is translated to “Big 
Sky Wings” Tsubasa means 
“wings” Ozora “Large Sky” 
People also know him as 
“Heaven-sent child of Soccer”

He loves soccer and one of his 
dreams is to win the FIFA World 
Cup for Japan



How His Story Began?
➔ His family moved to the city of 

Nankatsu that way Tsubasa could 
join the soccer club at Shutetsu 
elementary school which has the 
best soccer club around the area. 

➔ One day Tsubasa saw Genzo 
Wakabayashi, captain of the soccer 
club at Shutetsu and he’s also the 
goalkeeper 

➔ He got impressed of Wakabayashi 
goalie skills and decided to 
challenge him

➔ This is the beginning of rivalry 
between the two of them, which 
after it becomes friendship.  

Wakabayashi & Tsubasa 



How his story began?
Wakabayashi challenged Tsubasa 
to pass the entire B-team 
before taking a shot to him to 
score 
After, Tsubasa managed to pass 
the whole team and is able to 
score a goal against 
Wakabayashi. Roberto Hongo, a 
former member of the Brazil 
National soccer team, got 
amazed about Tsubasa skills to 
play soccer and offers him to 
be his coach.



Soccer Career
➔ He joined Nankatsu soccer team, 

where he had his first match
➔ Later, he was chosen by the 

City’s team to play in the 
National championship

➔ He won two consecutive National 
championships

➔ He played for Japan, and had 
matches against Italy, Germany, 
and France 

➔ Prior to the World Youth arc, he 
left to Brazil with Roberto to 
follow his dream of become a 
professional soccer player  

Nankatsu Team 



Video games
★ Klab Inc. a leader in 

online videos release 
Captain Tsubasa: Dream 
Team worldwide in June 
13 2017

★ Six languages English, 
French, German, 
Italian, Spanish, and 
Traditional Chinese.

★ It has reached over 15 
million Downloads 



Videos 
https://youtu.be/ah0-ypR3iQc

https://youtu.be/snICkf5pDqU 

https://youtu.be/ah0-ypR3iQc
https://youtu.be/snICkf5pDqU
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